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Appendix A: Selection of TCGA Data from SB-CGC
Methods
In this case study, we sought to recreate part of the genomic subtype signature analysis
performed by the Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network in their recent study on the genomic
characterization of oesophageal carcinoma [1]. We decided to recreate this analysis, not only
with KnowEnG developed tools, but also as demonstration of the portability of those tools. For
this reason, all of the analyses in this case study are run with our tools on the Seven Bridges
[https://www.sevenbridges.com/ ] NCI Cancer Genomic Cloud (SB-CGC)
[http://www.cancergenomicscloud.org/ ].
The first step of this case study was to extract the relevant gene expression datasets from the
SB-CGC and reformat them into a transcriptomics spreadsheet to be analyzed by KnowEnG
pipelines. We created two datasets, one for Esophageal Carcinoma (ESCA), the original
samples studied in the TCGA paper [1], and the other for Lung Squamous Cell Carcinoma
(LUSC), a related cancer type. In order to create each of these datasets, we used the SB-CGC
“Data Browser” feature to explore and select the appropriate TCGA RNA-seq data. To do this, a
user 1) selects the “TCGA GRCh38” dataset, 2) adds files with “Data category” =
“Transcriptome Profiling” and “Data format” = “TXT”, and 3) and selects investigations where the
“Disease Type” is one of the two disease types of interest, either ESCA or LUSC. This produces
a list of files for each cancer type, which then need to be copied to an SB-CGC project. When
we performed these steps, each sample produced three files, ‘*.htseq.counts.tz’, *.FPKMUQ.txt’, ‘*.FPKM.txt’. For our recreation, we kept only the ‘*.FPKM.txt’ files and deleted the other
two types. More detailed information about this selection process can be found here
[https://github.com/KnowEnG/KnowEnG_CWL/tree/master/CGC#gathering-the-tcga-input-files ].
This selection process obtained 173 files for ESCA samples and 551 files LUSC samples (Table
A in S8 Data). We then used the KnowEnG Spreadsheet Builder, a custom tool built specifically
for converting TCGA files and their metadata on the SB-CGC into omics and phenotypic
spreadsheets for KnowEnG Analysis. For each of the two datasets, we ran the Spreadsheet
Builder workflow [https://cgc.sbgenomics.com/public/apps#mepstein/knowengspreadsheetbuilder-public/spreadsheet-builder/ ] on SB-CGC using the FPKM files as inputs.
We ran these workflows using the ‘sample_id’ as the “Metadata Sample ID Key” that matches
samples between the omics and phenotypic spreadsheets. We also ran with a Filter Threshold
of “1” and a Filter Minimum Percentage of “0.1”, which filtered out genes that did not have a
FPKM of at least 1 in at least 10% of samples. After filtering, we were left with 17842 gene
features. Finally, we set the Spreadsheet Builder “Normalization Flag” which scales the
log2(FPKM +1) to mean zero and standard deviation 1 and outputs these z-scores of the log
transformed expression values. Each of these two workflow runs took 5-10 minutes on the SBCGC, costing ten cents in direct AWS costs, using spot instances. The runs produced a
transcriptomic spreadsheet for each cancer type and a phenotypic spreadsheet that contained
the corresponding clinical TCGA data. The combined phenotypic spreadsheets are available in
Table A in S8 Data.
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Resources
Spreadsheet Builder Pipeline
Seven Bridges Cancer Genomics Cloud
Spreadsheet Builder Workflow Tool
[https://cgc.sbgenomics.com/public/apps#mepstein/knoweng-spreadsheetbuilderpublic/spreadsheet-builder/ ]
Tutorial for Workflow [https://github.com/KnowEnG/KnowEnG_CWL/tree/master/CGC#runningthe-spreadsheet-builder-workflow ]
Docker and GitHub Repositories
Spreadsheet Builder CWL [https://cgc.sbgenomics.com/raw/mepstein/knowengspreadsheetbuilder-public/spreadsheet-builder/1 ]
Spreadsheet Builder Docker [https://hub.docker.com/r/mepsteindr/spreadsheet_preprocess/ ]
Spreadsheet Builder GitHub [https://github.com/KnowEnG/SpreadsheetPreprocess ]
Pipeline Utilities Docker [https://hub.docker.com/r/knowengdev/base_image/ ]
Pipeline Utilities GitHub [https://github.com/KnowEnG/KnowEnG_Pipelines_Library ]

Tables
Table A. SB-CGC Datasets.
Shows the phenotypic information about the RNA-seq samples extracted from the SB-CGC
TCGA dataset for ESCA and LUSC cancer types. Three columns were added to the left side of
the table as an indicator of which samples relate to which cancer type. The first column shows
which samples were mapped to ESCC subgroups in the original analysis.

Appendix B: KnowEnG Signature Analysis on LUSC
Subtypes
Overview
The KnowEnG Signature Analysis pipeline is a basic analysis tool that calculates the similarity
between the shared features of a sample and a known omics signature. This type of analysis is
useful in bioinformatics when you are given a large collection of samples described by their
“omics” (genomic, transcriptomic, etc.) profiles and want to map them to a limited library of
subtypes characterized from previous studies.

User Inputs
The Signature Analysis pipeline has two primary inputs:
1. A required “omics spreadsheet” that will have its samples mapped to the subtype
signatures based on the similarity between their feature profiles, and
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2. A required “signature spreadsheet” that contains the omics features and average values
of known omics subtypes of interest.
Both the “omics” and “signature” spreadsheet are expected to be a matrices of numeric values
with named rows representing features and named columns representing samples or signatures
respectively (see Figure C in S2 File). It is important that the measurements represented in the
matrices are similarly derived and therefore appropriate for comparison, e.g. both spreadsheets
contain gene expression values and were normalized in analogous ways. Also, each feature’s
name must match exactly between the omics and signature spreadsheet for that feature to be
included in the comparison. More information about the formatting of the input files can be found
at our data preparation resource [https://github.com/KnowEnG/quickstartdemos/blob/master/pipeline_readmes/README-DataPrep.md ].

User Parameters
There is only a single parameter that the user must select to run the Signature Analysis
Pipeline:
● [similarity_measure] to define the similarity between each sample and signature.
Currently ‘cosine’ similarity is supported as well as ‘Pearson’ and ‘spearman’ correlation.

Data Preprocessing
A simple preprocessing step occurs before the main Signature Analysis algorithm that checks
that there are no missing or non-numeric values and then extracts and reorders the shared
features between the omics and signature spreadsheets.

Description of Algorithm
Once the omics and signature spreadsheet are harmonized with the shared features in the
same order, the KnowEnG Signature Analysis pipeline calculates the similarity between every
sample in the omics spreadsheet and every signature using the [similarity_measure] selected by
the user.

Pipeline Outputs
KnowEnG Platform Interface
Running the KnowEnG Signature Analysis pipeline in the KnowEnG Platform will produce
results that can be viewed interactively. The Signature Analysis visualization, similar to the
Feature Prioritization pipeline visualization, provides a panel that enables control of the amount
of data being visualized in the primary heatmap result. By filtering on a signature score
threshold across samples and turning on and off individual signatures, the user can both reduce
the scale of the heatmap visualization and focus on those aspects of the analysis that are of
most interest. The user is also able to see score curves for samples by signatures, which may
help guide the investigation of results.
Downloadable Files
There are two primary downloadable files of the Signature Analysis pipeline. The first is a
signatures by samples matrix where each cell contains the calculated similarity value. The
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second is a samples by signatures matrix of indicator 0/1 values, where a 1 indicates that the
signature is the best match for the input sample. More information about the outputs of the
pipeline and their structure can be found at [https://github.com/KnowEnG/quickstartdemos/blob/master/pipeline_readmes/README-SA.md ].

Methods
For this case study, we wished to reproduce Extended Data Figure 6
[https://www.nature.com/articles/nature20805/figures/12 ] of the TCGA analysis of oesophageal
carcinomas [1]. In order to do this, we needed first to retrieve the LUSC genomics subtypes
collected for the original analysis. These lung squamous cell carcinoma signatures were created
from mRNA expression measured by microarrays in a study by Wilkerson et al. [2]. We
downloaded the “predictor.centroids” data from this study from the supplementary website
[http://cancer.unc.edu/nhayes/publications/scc/]. This file contains four subtypes of LUSC,
‘basal’, ‘primitive’, ‘classical’, and ‘secretory’ described by their normalized expression values of
208 genes. We used the “File” management features of the SB-CGC to upload this signature
spreadsheet into our project.
We next ran the Signature Analysis workflow
[https://cgc.sbgenomics.com/public/apps#mepstein/knoweng-signature-analysis-public/
] in the SB-CGC for each of two transcriptomic samples spreadsheets we had constructed
previously, ESCC and LUSC (see Appendix A in S4 File). In the SB-CGC implementation, the
workflow maps the gene aliases from both the samples and the signatures spreadsheets to
common Ensembl identifiers using the KN_Mapper (see Appendix E in S1 File) before running
the Signature Analysis pipeline, so we provided the [species_taxon_id] of ‘9606’ for human. For
each samples spreadsheet, we provided our LUSC signatures and used the ‘spearman’
correlation as our [similarity_measure] to run the Signature Analysis pipeline. Each workflow run
took under 5 minutes to run and cost five cents using spot instances. Eleven of the original 208
signature genes were unmapped by KN_Mapper.
For the “similarity_matrix” output file from the run with ESCA samples, we extracted 79 samples
that were flagged as esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) in the original analysis [1].
Note, eleven of the 90 samples in the original analysis are not present in the SB-CGC TCGA
dataset. These ESCC samples were placed into one of three subgroups by the original analysis
(ESCC1, ESCC2, and ESCC3), which we make available in the first column of Table A in S8
Data. We removed negative Spearman correlations and plot the correlations of the samples to
the 4 LUSC subtypes in the style of Extended Data Figure 6 from the original paper [1] (see Fig
5C and Table B in S8 Data). We also repeated this process from the “similarity_matrix” output
file from the run with LUSC samples to produce Fig 5D (Table C in S8 Data). For the 5 groups
of samples “ESCC1”, “ESCC2”, “ESCC3”, “other ESCA”, and “LUSC”, we calculated the
average non-negative correlation of these samples to each subtype and counted the number of
samples with a best match to each subtype (Table D in S8 Data). The results are not identical to
the results presented in the original Extended Data Figure 6 for a few possible reasons: 1) the
normalization procedure in the original paper does not match the SB-CGC FPKM data and our
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normalization, 2) the original figure used Pearson rather than Spearman correlation, 3) a few
genes were removed from our correlation calculation due to mapping ambiguities.
We continued the analysis of the 79 ESCC samples by finding out for each tumor subtype,
which genes were differentially expressed between the samples that mapped to that subtype
and the samples that mapped to other subtypes. This was done using the standard mode of the
KnowEnG Feature Prioritization pipeline (see Appendix A of S3 File) on the SB-CGC
[https://cgc.sbgenomics.com/public/apps#workflow/mepstein/knoweng-geneprioritizationpublic/gene-prioritization-workflow ]. We took the assignment matrix of each ESCC sample to its
best match signature (similarity_matrix.binary.tsv) from the ESCA Signature Analysis run and
filtered for the 79 ESCC samples. We then launched the Feature (Gene) Prioritization workflow
on the SB-CGC. For the omics spreadsheet input, we used the ESCA transcriptomic samples
spreadsheet that was also the input to Signature Analysis. For the phenotypic spreadsheet
input, we used the assignment matrix mentioned above. We also provided the species
taxonomy identifier again (9606) and requested the ‘t_test‘ [primary_prioritization_method]. We
chose to not run the knowledge-guided mode, so no network related parameters were specified.
The method was also run without bootstrap sampling. We ran this workflow on the SB-CGC,
which completed in under 5 minutes and for less than five cents using spot instances.
The result was a list of 100 genes for each of four tumor subtypes reported in the
top_genes_per_phenotype_matrix.txt (Table E in S8 Data). We compared the genes of these
four top100 gene sets to each other and to the set of 208 genes from the original LUSC
signatures (Table F in S8 Data). While 31 genes were shared in the top100 prioritized genes for
the basal and classical subtypes, the secretory subtype was very distinct with no genes
overlapping the other top100 lists. These four top100 lists and the
top_genes_per_phenotype_matrix of Feature Prioritization were used as inputs to the Gene Set
Characterization workflow described in the next section.

Resources
Signature Analysis Pipeline
KnowEnG Platform Tool [https://platform.knoweng.org/static/#/pipelines/signature_analysis ]
Data Preparation Guidelines [https://github.com/KnowEnG/quickstartdemos/blob/master/pipeline_readmes/README-DataPrep.md]
Downloadable Results Description [https://github.com/KnowEnG/quickstartdemos/blob/master/pipeline_readmes/README-SA.md ]
Seven Bridges Cancer Genomics Cloud
Public Tool [https://cgc.sbgenomics.com/public/apps#mepstein/knoweng-signature-analysispublic/ ]
Quickstart Guide [https://knoweng.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/SA_CGC_Quickstart.pdf ]
Combined Workflow Tutorial
[https://github.com/KnowEnG/KnowEnG_CWL/tree/master/CGC#running-the-gene-setcharacterization-workflow ]
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Docker and GitHub Repositories
Signature Analysis Docker [https://hub.docker.com/r/knowengdev/signature_analysis_pipeline/ ]
Signature Analysis GitHub [https://github.com/KnowEnG/Signature_Analysis_Pipeline ]
Data Cleanup Docker [https://hub.docker.com/r/knowengdev/data_cleanup_pipeline/ ]
Data Cleanup GitHub [https://github.com/KnowEnG/Data_Cleanup_Pipeline ]
Pipeline Utilities Docker [https://hub.docker.com/r/knowengdev/base_image/ ]
Pipeline Utilities GitHub [https://github.com/KnowEnG/KnowEnG_Pipelines_Library ]

Tables
Table B. Best Match Signatures of ESCC Samples.
Filtered output of Signature Analysis, mapping each of 79 ESCC samples from one of three
'cluster's to their 'best' match LUSC subtype signature by the maximum non-negative spearmen
correlation of each subtype (columns C-F).

Table C. Best Match Signatures of LUSC Samples.
Results of Signature Analysis pipeline on 550 LUSC samples to find their 'best' match LUSC
subtype signature by the maximum non-negative spearmen correlation of each subtype
(columns B-E).

Table D. Signature Analysis of ESCA and LUSC Samples.
The TCGA samples from ESCA were divided into four “Sample Groups”, three groups of ESCC
samples defined in [1], and one other for all remaining samples. We calculated the average nonnegative correlation of these samples to each LUSC subtype signature and counted the number
of samples with a best match to each subtype.

Table E. Top100 Gene Sets for Each Tumor Subtype from ESCC Samples.
Output of Feature (Gene) Prioritization, capturing top-100 gene lists for each tumor subtype
based on the ESCC samples of that subtype compared to all other ESCC samples.

Table F. Overlap Between Top100 Gene Sets.
For the row and column gene set, shows the number of genes that are present in both. All gene
sets are 100 genes except the LUSC-sig_genes set which is the 197 mapped genes from the
original LUSC signatures.

Appendix C: KnowEnG Gene Set Characterization
Overview
The KnowEnG Gene Set Characterization pipeline performs the important role in the analysis of
gene sets derived from omics data to identify the most related, previously curated pathways,
functions, or experimentally annotated genes. This analysis provides researchers with context
and information about their gene set of interest that can spur further hypotheses and
investigations. The Gene Set Characterization pipeline is available in two modes: 1) a
“knowledge-guided” mode that integrates analysis of prior knowledge gene annotations with
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known gene-gene relationships from the KnowEnG Knowledge Network and 2) a “standard”
mode that performs the most common statistical enrichment test.
Knowledge-Guided Gene Set Characterization
The knowledge-guided mode of the Gene Set Characterization pipeline is based on the method
of Discriminative Random Walk With Restart (DRaWR) [3]. The fundamental idea of this
analysis is that curated gene set annotations are incomplete, biased, and noisy. By integrating
these annotations with additional knowledge about characterized relationships between genes
and by calculating network-based distances between gene sets, we can find relevant and
informative relationships that would not be captured by standard gene set overlap/enrichment.
The KnowEnG Gene Set Characterization allows users to run this network-guided analysis on
their gene set with many different types of gene interaction networks.
Standard Sample Gene Set Characterization
The KnowEnG Gene Set Characterization pipeline supports the standard statistical overlap test
frequently used in gene enrichment analysis. In this mode, the user has access to the extensive
collection of gene set annotations in the KnowEnG platform but does not make use of the genegene interaction networks from the Knowledge Network.

User Inputs
The primary input of the Gene Set Characterization pipeline is one or more gene sets. This can
be provided to the KnowEnG platform in either of two ways:
1. For a single gene set, a list of gene symbols can be pasted into the platform with each
gene symbol on its own line.
2. For multiple user gene sets, a “spreadsheet” of gene set membership can be uploaded
with genes for rows, separate user gene sets as columns, and 0/1 indicator values.
For the knowledge-guided mode of Gene Set Characterization, the indicator values of the
spreadsheet matrix can be substituted with non-negative “importance” values of the gene’s
membership to the gene set. For example, the absolute value of the differential expression (DE)
fold change or the negative log of DE significance p-value can be used as importance scores.
More information about the formatting of input files can be found at our data preparation
resource [https://github.com/KnowEnG/quickstartdemos/blob/master/pipeline_readmes/README-DataPrep.md ].

User Parameters
There are a number of parameters that the user must select to run the Gene Set
Characterization Pipeline.
Global Parameters
All modes of Gene Set Characterization require the user to select the
● [species] - for the user gene sets out of the twenty species in the Knowledge Network
● [public_collection] - gene sets to compare their user submitted gene sets to. The public
collections available in KnowEnG, for example, include Gene Ontology, Protein Domain
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Family annotations, GEO expression gene sets. The platform allows the users to select
any number of these collections for simultaneous analysis.
Knowledge-Guided Only Parameters
In the prior knowledge guided mode, the user must specify the
● [interaction_network] - the gene-gene network available in the Knowledge Network for
the selected species to use to create connections between the annotated genes
● [network_percentage] - the extent of influence the interaction network has in contributing
to the ranking of annotation gene sets.

Data Preprocessing
Once the user selects the Gene Set Characterization inputs and parameters, a simple
preprocessing step occurs before the main algorithm. If there are any missing or non-positive
values, then the pipeline halts and produces a failure message. The input gene names and
identifiers are first mapped to stable Ensembl identifiers of the appropriate [species] using the
KN_Mapper tool (see Appendix E in S1 File) and the Redis database of gene aliases that
accompanies the current Knowledge Network build. Unmapped rows (either missing or
ambiguous mappings) are dropped along with the rows that contain duplicated mapped gene
identifier. If any negative values are present, the pipeline will return an error message. If the
user provided their input gene set as a pasted gene list, then the platform converts this list into a
single column spreadsheet format. This spreadsheet will have one row for each Ensembl
protein coding gene with a 1 for each gene that is in the user pasted gene list and a zero
elsewhere.

Description of Algorithm
Standard Gene Set Characterization
The KnowEnG Platform provides users with the capability to run standard statistical enrichment
of their submitted gene set(s) with the many annotation gene sets of the [public_collection]. This
statistical test is performed with the one-sided Fisher’s exact test
[https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.14.0/reference/generated/scipy.stats.fisher_exact.html at its
core. For each user gene set and public collection gene set, the test is performed and the
significance of the overlap p-value is returned. The gene universe for the test is defined as the
intersection of the user’s gene universe and the specific public collection’s gene universe.
Knowledge-Guided Clustering
The knowledge-guided mode of the Gene Set Characterization pipeline implements the DRaWR
algorithm in [3] and a more detailed description can be found there. The first step of this
approach is to combine the [public_collection] gene annotations with the gene-gene
[interaction_network] to construct a single heterogeneous network with both gene and
annotation nodes and annotation-gene edges from the [public_collection] data and gene-gene
edges from the [interaction_network]. The weights on these edges are then normalized for each
of the two different edge types separately. A “baseline” random walk with restart (described in
more detail in Appendix C in S2 File) is performed with all genes providing the restart node set
and the [network percentage] providing the contribution of the heterogeneous network edges
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(Figure A in S4 File). For each user gene set “query”, a second random walk is performed using
only the gene nodes of that gene set as the RWR restart set. If “importance” scores were
provided in the submitted spreadsheet, the probability of returning to a gene of the restart set is
proportional to its normalized importance score. Finally, the difference between the converged
node state vector value of the “query” RWR and the “baseline” RWR is calculated, and the
annotation nodes with the greatest difference are returned. These high-ranking annotation
nodes are, according to the RWR guilt-by-association process, unusually well connected to the
user gene set relative to their overall connection to genes in the network.

Pipeline Outputs
KnowEnG Platform Interface
Running the KnowEnG Gene Set Characterization (GSC) Pipeline in the KnowEnG Platform will
produce results that can be viewed interactively. The GSC visualization displays the association
score between user gene sets and the public gene sets calculated selected during pipeline run.
This score is displayed in a heatmap view that can be manipulated using various sorting
functions to help users visually group the strongest associations. The tool also allows users to
drill into each cell for information about the degree of overlap and size and function of the public
set. A hierarchical list of collection membership is also provided. Here the user can drill down
and easily explore membership, as well as filter the heatmap view by toggling the display of the
public gene sets individually or by category.
Downloadable Files
The primary downloadable file of the Gene Set Characterization pipeline is the ranking of
[public_collection] annotation terms for their relatedness to the user-submitted gene set(s) along
with the corresponding scores from the appropriate analysis mode. In knowledge-guided mode,
additional files containing metadata about the [interaction_network], data preprocessing, and
pipeline run are also provided. More information about the outputs of the pipeline and their
structure can be found at [https://github.com/KnowEnG/quickstartdemos/blob/master/pipeline_readmes/README-GSC.md].

Methods
For each of the four top-100 gene lists that were derived from the subtype annotation of the
ESCC samples (see Appendix B in S4 File and Table E in S8 Data), we performed the standard
and the knowledge-guided mode of the Gene Set Characterization Workflow in the SB-CGC
[https://cgc.sbgenomics.com/public/apps#workflow/mepstein/knoweng-genesetcharacterizationpublic/gene-set-characterization ]. The input gene set spreadsheet for this step is the
top_gene_per_phenotype_matrix.txt from the previous workflow task runs. Both runs were done
using the taxonomy identifier for humans (9606) with the ‘enrichr_pathway’ public gene set
collection from the Knowledge Network which is from the Enrichr [4] gene set resource and their
extracted pathways from WikiPathways [5] and NCI Pathway Interaction Database [6]
[https://s3.amazonaws.com/KnowNets/KN-20rep-1706/userKN-20rep1706/Property/9606/enrichr_pathway/9606.enrichr_pathway.edge ]. This collection had 30,214
gene annotations for 646 pathways, 437 from WikiPathways and 209 from NCI. For the
knowledge-guided mode run, we selected the 469,784 edge, 15,999 node, HumanNet [7]
11

Integrated gene-gene [interaction_network] [https://s3.amazonaws.com/KnowNets/KN-20rep1706/userKN-20rep-1706/Gene/9606/hn_IntNet/9606.hn_IntNet.edge ] and a
[network_percentage] of 50%. Each workflow run took under 5 minutes to run and cost less than
five cents using spot instances.
The gsc_results.txt results of these two runs were downloaded from the SB-CGC and compiled
to compare the top ranking annotation genes sets for each tumor subtype between the
standard, ‘Fisher’, and the knowledge-guided, ‘DRaWR’ mode of the Gene Set Characterization
workflow. Table G in S8 Data shows the top 10 pathway annotations for each subtype for both
modes. We found that the two different modes frequently agree in their top 10 returned
annotation gene sets. Thirteen pathway-subtype associations ranked in the top 10 results for
both modes (Table H in S8 Data). Six of these 15 were supported by existing literature relating
the pathways to squamous cell cancer studies and outcomes [8-11]. We were also interested in
examining the pathway annotations that only were discovered by the knowledge-guided
method. Twelve pathway-subtype associations were in the top 10 for ‘DRaWR’ mode and not in
the top 25 for ‘Fisher’ mode (Table I in S8 Data). Among these, seven associations were
supported by literature that related the pathway to esophageal or squamous cell cancers [1218]. Five pathway-subtype associations were only in the top 10 for the ‘Fisher’ mode and not in
the top 25 for the knowledge-guided run.

Resources
Gene Set Characterization Pipeline
KnowEnG Platform Tool
[https://platform.knoweng.org/static/#/pipelines/gene_set_characterization ]
Quickstart Guide [https://knoweng.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/GSC_Quickstart.pdf ]
YouTube Tutorial [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nP4wtVZOY3E ]
Data Preparation Guidelines [https://github.com/KnowEnG/quickstartdemos/blob/master/pipeline_readmes/README-DataPrep.md]
Downloadable Results Description [https://github.com/KnowEnG/quickstartdemos/blob/master/pipeline_readmes/README-GSC.md ]
Seven Bridges Cancer Genomics Cloud
Public Tool [https://cgc.sbgenomics.com/public/apps/#mepstein/knowenggenesetcharacterization-public/]
Quickstart Guide [https://knoweng.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/GSC_CGC_Quickstart.pdf ]
Combined Workflow Tutorial
[https://github.com/KnowEnG/KnowEnG_CWL/tree/master/CGC#running-the-signatureanalysis-workflow ]
Docker and GitHub Repositories
Gene Set Characterization Docker
[https://hub.docker.com/r/knowengdev/geneset_characterization_pipeline/ ]
Gene Set Characterization GitHub
[https://github.com/KnowEnG/GeneSet_Characterization_Pipeline ]
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Data Cleanup Docker [https://hub.docker.com/r/knowengdev/data_cleanup_pipeline/ ]
Data Cleanup GitHub [https://github.com/KnowEnG/Data_Cleanup_Pipeline ]
Pipeline Utilities Docker [https://hub.docker.com/r/knowengdev/base_image/ ]
Pipeline Utilities GitHub [https://github.com/KnowEnG/KnowEnG_Pipelines_Library ]

Figures

Figure A. Overview of Knowledge-Guided Gene Set Characterization.
A heterogeneous network is built from the selected gene-gene [interaction_network] and the
annotation gene sets of the [public_collection]. A “baseline” random walk is allowed to converge
using the [network percentage] and all genes as equal probability restarts. For each submitted
user gene set, a random walk that only restarts the the users genes is performed and
annotation set nodes are evaluated by their increase from their baseline.

Tables
Table G. Comparison of Results on ESCC Subtype Gene Sets.
Shows the ranking of pathway annotation terms for the four top-100 differentially expressed
gene lists for each of the four subtypes from the ESCC tumor samples. Each row represents a
“Pathway”, “Tumor Subtype” association identified in the top 10 by either the standard, “Fisher”,
mode or knowledge-guided, “DRaWR”, mode of the Gene Set Characterization pipeline. The
“Source” and “Size” of the pathway annotation gene set provided, as well as the annotation
gene set rank for both methods. The “Fisher_pval” significance of the enrichment of the pathway
and tumor subtype gene list is also provided. The “Category” shows whether the association is
in the top 10 for only one or both modes.
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Table H. Shared Results on ESCC Subtype Gene Sets.
Shows the ranking of pathway annotation terms for the four top-100 differentially expressed
gene lists for each of the four subtypes from the ESCC tumor samples. Each row represents a
“Pathway”-“Tumor Subtype” association identified in the top 10 by both the standard, “Fisher”,
mode or knowledge-guided, “DRaWR”, mode of the Gene Set Characterization pipeline. The
“Source” and “Size” of the pathway annotation gene set provided, as well as the annotation
gene set rank for both methods. The “Fisher_pval” significance of the enrichment of the pathway
and tumor subtype gene list is also provided.

Table I. DRaWR Specific Results on ESCC Subtype Gene Sets.
Shows the ranking of pathway annotation terms for the four top-100 differentially expressed
gene lists for each of the four subtypes from the ESCC tumor samples. Each row represents a
“Pathway”-“Tumor Subtype” association identified in the top 10 by the knowledge-guided,
“DRaWR”, mode and not the standard, “Fisher”, mode of the Gene Set Characterization
pipeline. The “Source” and “Size” of the pathway annotation gene set provided, as well as the
annotation gene set rank for both methods. The “Fisher_pval” significance of the enrichment of
the pathway and tumor subtype gene list is also provided.

Appendix D: Consistency Analysis of DRaWR
Overview
Gene set characterization is the task of associating pathway or functional annotations with user
provided gene sets. In KnowEnG, the Gene Set Characterization (GSC) pipeline offers a
‘standard’ mode of gene set enrichment tests using the hypergeometric test and implemented
with the one-sided Fisher’s exact test (Fisher). The knowledge-guided mode of the GSC
pipeline (see Appendix in S4 File) is based on the Discriminative Random Walks with Restart
algorithm [3], DRaWR. The fundamental idea of DRaWR is that curated pathway and functional
annotations gene sets are incomplete, biased, and noisy. By integrating these annotations with
additional knowledge about characterized relationships between genes and by calculating
network-based distances between gene sets, we can find relevant and informative relationships
that would not be captured by standard gene set overlap/enrichment.
We conducted a few additional analyses to explore the extent to which this fundamental idea is
validated in the setting of associating Gene Ontology [19] (GO) annotation terms with disease
based user gene sets. We found that DRaWR provided a complementary benefit for input
disease gene sets that are largely incomplete and biased and is more robust to experimentally
noisy input sets, although at the potential sacrifice of specificity.

Results
Recovering Annotations with Biased User Gene Sets
In our first set of experiments, we downloaded two databases of disease gene sets, dbGaP [20]
and DisGeNet [21]. For many disease phenotypes, dbGaP (database of Genotypes and
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Phenotypes) has performed extensive genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and has
produced the genomic variants that correlate with the disease and the related set of nearby
disease genes. DisGeNet curates a much larger collection of gene-disease associations by
integrating information from many curated databases as well as from text mined associations
extracted from MEDLINE (http://www.disgenet.org/dbinfo). In this set of experiments, we will
perform gene set characterization to find Gene Ontology terms associated with the disease
gene sets of dbGaP and DisGeNet. Since the gene sets for DisGeNet are assumed to be more
complete (since they use multiple data types and sources), the top ranked GO terms associated
with each DisGeNet disease gene set using the standard ‘Fisher’ enrichment test will be
considered the ground truth in our experiments. We will call these ground truth sets of GO terms
of each disease, ‘Truth.Fisher.DisGeNet’.
The data for our experiments were downloaded from the KnowEnG Knowledge Network (see
Appendix E in S1 File). Of the 16,558 Gene Ontology annotation terms for Homo sapiens, with
266,358 annotations covering 19,512 genes, we only consider 3,586 GO terms with at least 10
and no more than 2000 annotated genes. The dbGaP dataset contained 12,424 annotations for
344 disease phenotype gene sets covering 5,530 genes. The DisGeNet dataset has 429,036
annotations for 15,093 MESH disease terms covering 17,374 genes. We manually mapped
(Table J in S8 Data) 245 dbGaP disease phenotypes to the MESH disease terms of DisGeNet
(21 terms could not be mapped and 79 dbGaP terms with fewer than 9 annotated genes were
discarded).
For these 245 disease terms, we ran three GSC tests and compared the top ranked 1% of the
3586 selected Gene Ontology terms for each run. The first run, previously described
‘Truth.Fisher.DisGeNet’, was treated as the ground truth since the Fisher method is well
established and DisGeNet is a more comprehensive database. We also set up two additional
runs for the two different GSC methods, which used the less complete, GWAS-only disease
gene sets from dbGaP. We called the resulting top GO terms from these runs ‘Fisher.dbGaP’
and ‘DRaWR.dbGaP’. The DRaWR run was conducted with the Blastp [22] Protein Sequence
Similarity knowledge network
(https://github.com/KnowEnG/KN_Fetcher/blob/master/Contents.md#homo-sapiens) as the
‘interaction network’ and with 0.5 as the ‘network_percentage’ which controls the influence the
knowledge network has on the results. We then check the significance of the overlap of these
two run GO term lists with the ground truth GO term list and calculate the difference between
the log10 of their p-values as our score. A positive score means that DRaWR was better at
recovering the ground truth GO terms than Fisher when using the corresponding dbGaP gene
set as an input, and a negative score means that Fisher was better (Table K in S8 Data).
Even though this experimental setup likely is biased to favor the ‘Fisher.dbGaP’ method over
the ‘DRaWR.dbGaP’ approach because the ground truth is based on the Fisher method, we
actually find that the top GO terms of ‘DRaWR.dbGaP’ is more consistent with
‘Truth.Fisher.DisGeNet’ for 108 of our disease terms, compared to more consistent for the
‘Fisher.dbGaP’ test in 65 disease terms. (71 disease term showed no difference in the two
approaches for recovering the ground truth GO terms). When we look at the disease terms that
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performed better with DRaWR, we find that generally these disease gene sets have an
unusually low number of dbGaP genes compared to the number of DisGeNet genes (Table L in
S8 Data). We also see that for most of these diseases, the average of the negative log10 pvalues is significant for the ‘DRaWR.dbGaP’ to ground truth comparison, but not the
‘Fisher.dbGaP’ comparison. For the disease gene sets where the Fisher methods was better
able to recover the ground truth GO terms than the DRaWR method, we typically see that both
methods were doing well (average negative log10 p-value significant), but the magnitude of the
significance of the GO term overlap with the Fisher method was very large. We also see this
tends to happen when the original dbGaP test set is unusually high or the DisGeNet truth gene
set is unusually small. It is likely in these cases that the DisGeNet truth and dbGaP test gene
sets are nearly identical and thus not surprising that performing the Fisher enrichment on both
returns extremely similar top GO terms. Overall, these analyses show that DRaWR might
outperform Fisher in recovering the true functional annotations of a when the input gene set is
incomplete or suffers from a particular bias (e.g. the experimental or literature research method
is costly and only applied to a subset of all possible genes).

Recovering Annotations with Partial User Gene Sets
In the next series of experiments, we wanted to quantify how the two modes of GSC compare at
producing the correct functional annotations when only a small fraction of the full gene set is
provided. To set up this experiment, we again treat the ‘Truth.Fisher.DisGeNet’ set of top 1% of
GO annotations for each disease as the ground truth. However, rather than using test gene sets
from dbGaP, we subsample from the full DisGeNet disease gene sets. For this analysis, we
focus on 1299 DisGeNet disease terms that were annotated with between 50 and 5000 genes.
We produced the ‘DRaWR.DisGeNet.Full’ top GO term for each disease by running DRaWR on
the disease gene list. We then sampled the full list 20 times, taking either 20% of the full list or a
maximum of 50 genes each time. Each of these twenty samples were sent to GSC to produce
twenty top 1% GO term lists for each mode. As before, the significance of the enrichment of the
ground truth list and each test list was computed and returned as the negative log10 p-value.
These ‘nlog10p’ values were then averaged for the twenty runs of each mode,
‘DRaWR.DisGeNet.Sampled’ and Fisher.DisGeNet.Sampled’. These two averages are
subtracted to capture the orders of magnitude difference in the significance (‘Diff Score’) of the
ability of the two methods to recover the ground truth top GO annotations (Table M in S8 Data).
We find when running the above method that DRaWR excels at returning the correct top GO
terms compared to Fisher for large DisGeNet disease sets when only a very small percentage
of the gene set was provided to the algorithm. We note in this experiment, for 78% of the
disease gene sets, the “Fisher.DisGeNet.Sampled” results were more similar (Diff Score < -1) to
the the ‘Truth.Fisher.DisGeNet’ than the ‘DRaWR.DisGeNet.Sampled’ results (Table N in S8
Data). This again is expected by the ground truth is provided with the Fisher method. However,
we note that ‘DRaWR.DisGeNet.Sampled’ still showed significant improvement (Diff Score > 1)
for 8% of all diseases. These improved cases were enriched with especially large DisGeNet
disease gene sets where sampling only 50 genes was especially harsh (average less than
10%). In these cases, the Fisher method performed much worse than average, while the
DRaWR method was still able to return the GO terms of the ‘Truth.Fisher.DisGeNet’ at or above
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its average. Even when very few genes are provided, the knowledge-guided analysis mode is
able to use the neighbors in the interaction network to fill in the blanks find the correct functional
annotations, whereas standard methods are less suited for this task.

Tables
Table J. dbGaP and DisGeNet Disease Gene Sets Mapping.
Shows the term names and number of genes in the mapped pairs of disease sets from dbGaP
and DisGeNet.

Table K. GSC Mode Comparison with dbGaP Test Sets.
For each row, shows the 'Disease MESH term' associated for the disease of the row, as well as
the number of 'dbGaP genes' in the test gene set and the number of 'DisGeNet' genes in the
gene set used to determine the ground truth of associated GO terms. We compare the top 1%
of GO terms from the ground truth to the top 1% (about 35) GO terms from running our
knowledge-guided GSC with DRaWR on the dbGaP genes ('DRaWR.dbGaP'). This produces a
number of overlapping GO terms, the significance p-value for that overlap, and the negative
log10 version of that p-value (columns D-F). We repeat the process by running the standard
mode of GCS on the same inputs ('Fisher.dbGaP') and summarizing the number of top GO
terms that match the ground truth (columns G-H). Finally, we subtract our negative log10 pvalues to produce our 'Score' for comparing the two GSC modes, which shows the orders of
magnitude improvement of the enrichment with the truth significance of one mode vs the other
(positive scores for improvement with DRaWR). We also produce scoring bins, 'Sc Bin' by
powers of two.

Table L. Summary of GSC Mode Comparison with dbGaP.
For each power of two bin of our comparison score (which shows the orders of magnitude
change between the 'DRaWR.dbGaP' and 'Fisher.dbGaP' runs enrichment with the
'Truth.Fisher.DisGeNet' top GO terms), we show the number of our disease term with
comparison scores in that bin, 'Num Diseases'. We show the average number of dbGaP and
DisGeNet genes in those diseases (columns C and D). We also show that average negative
log10 p-values of the enrichment of the top GO terms of the two runs, 'DRaWR.dbGaP' and
'Fisher.dbGaP', for the top GO terms of the ground truth (columns E and F).

Table M. GSC Mode Comparison with Subset Test Sets.
For the disease that each row represents, we sample twenty time the 'Sample Size' number of
genes from the full number of 'DisGeNet Genes' and calculate the 'Sample Perc' percentage.
The top 1% of GO terms returned from running Fisher on the full set is kept as the ground truth
('Truth.Fisher.DisGeNet') and that is compared to the returned top GO terms from 1) the full set
using BlastP homology knowledge-guided GSC, 'DRaWR.DisGeNet.Full', 2) the twenty samples
also using the same DRaWR settings, 'DRaWR.DisGeNet.Sampled', and 3) the twenty samples
using the standard enrichment, 'Fisher.DisGeNet.Sampled'. The negative log10 p-value of the
enrichment between the truth and the GO list of 1) is returned and the average of those twenty
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values are returned for 2) and 3) (columns F-H). Finally, to compare how the two modes
performed on the sampled test sets, we subtract their average values, 'Diff Score'.

Table N. Summary of GSC Mode Comparison with Subsets.
Each row in Table M is assigned to one of three groups by their 'Diff Score' which captures
whether the 'Fisher.DisGeNet.Sampled' or 'DRaWR.DisGeNet.Sampled' results are more similar
to the ground truth of 'Truth.Fisher.DisGeNet'. The row is called DRaWR Better' if the 'Diff
Score'>1, 'Fisher Better' if the 'Diff Score'<-1, and 'No Signif Diff' otherwise. The table below
shows the count of the rows for each of the three categories as well as the average values for
the corresponding columns in Table M.
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